
BLOCKCHAIN IN THE DIGITAL SUPPLY WORLD 
Joint Session 

U.S. Mexico Chamber of Commerce 
&  

The Traffic Club of Chicago  
February 20, 2019  

 
Goal: To provide leading US and Mexican Supply Chain leaders with information on Blockchain and Supply 

Chain digitalization trends; their impact on logistics and cross border trade. 

Attendance: 75 - 100 

Venue: DePaul University – Loop Campus, 1E. Jackson, 8th floor 

Sponsoring Organizations: US Mexico Chamber of Commerce – Chicago  
     Traffic Club of Chicago 
     Supply Chain Blueprint Committee 
Demographics of Attendees: 
 25% USMCoC members  

– 15% mid-market manufacturers to the OEM’s and their sub-suppliers  
– 10% Professional Services providers 

 30% Traffic Club members 
45% USMCoC & TCC guests  

– 10% OEM invited suppliers 
– 20% other industry suppliers 
– 15% Professional services 

 
AGENDA 

 
10:00 – 10:30 AM  Registration and Networking  
 
10:30 – 10:45 AM Welcome – Richard Roche / Jason Olinger  
 
10:45 – 11:00 AM Blockchain: Keynote  

Dean Croke, Chief Insight Officer, Freightwaves & BiTA 
(Blockchain in Transportation Alliance) 
 

11:00 – 12:15 PM Blockchain: Panel 
   Theme: How is Blockchain a Game Changer for Supply Chain Transparency & 
Management 

Just what is all the fuss about “Blockchain”? Why do we need to know about it?  
Roundtable Members: 
Dean Croke, Chief Insight Officer, Freightwaves & BiTA 
Jennifer Blair – IBM – North American Blockchain Leader for Industrial Markets 
Eric Rempel – Redwood Logistics – Chief Innovation Officer 

 
12:30 – 1:30 PM Lunch Traffic Club of Chicago & U.S. Mexico Chamber of Commerce Update 

Ralph Biedermann – USMCoC Executive Director – NAFTA / USMCA update 
Bryan Vaughan – President TTC – Regional Vice President of Sales VTG Rail Services 

 



 
1:30 – 1:45 PM  Digitalization of the Supply Chain: Overview 
    Scott Grady, President, Rush Trucking 

The theme of the “Digitization of the Supply Chain and its impact on Transportation 
and Logistics” will be addressed at the conference to show how Supply Chain 
Digitalization can complement today’s technologies and their ability to integrate with 
traditional legacy systems. 

 
1:45 – 2:45 PM  Digitalization of the Supply Chain: Panel 

Theme: What has the digitalization of the marketplace meant to North American 
and International Supply Chain, Transportation and Logistics Professionals?  
Moderator: Scott Grady – Rush Trucking – President  
Panel Members 
Brent Ruth – Caterpillar – Digital Manufacturing and ERP Manager 
Nathan Johnston – Clientek – CTO & Partner 
Vickie Reilly – Reilly International – CEO and founder 
Robert Kostelny – Allgreen Supply Chain – CEO and founder 
Nezih Altay – DePaul University – Professor & Faculty Director of Supply Chain Mgt. 

 
2:45 – 3:00 PM  Wrap up  

  



BIOS 

 

 

 

 
Ralph Biedermann 
Acting Executive Director 
U.S. Mexico Chamber of Commerce – Mid America Chapter 
 
Managing Director, Mexico Consulting Associates (Chicago) 
 
Ralph Biedermann is President of The MRB Group, an international market development firm in Lake Bluff, 
Illinois.  He has more than 40 years’ experience in the industrial, consumer, defense, and aerospace fields.  
 
The MRB Group works with foreign companies to develop and implement manufacturing, marketing, and 
distribution strategies for Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean Basin.  It also represents various private 
sector interests in the U.S.  Dr. Biedermann has represented the Mexican States of Tamaulipas and Yucatan in 
the U.S.  He works with major industrial parks, construction companies, contract manufacturers, shelter 
operators, and professional service providers in Mexico.  
Before establishing The MRB Group in 1987, Dr. Biedermann was President of Brunswick International, Ltd., 
and Director of Corporate Relations for the Brunswick Corporation.  Earlier, he worked for Northrop, General 
Electric, and Grumman Aerospace. 
 
Ralph served as President of the U.S.-Mexico Chamber of Commerce, Mid America Chapter.   He has served as 
Chairman of the Washington-based Committee for Production Sharing and Vice Chairman of the U.S. 
Government's Industry Sector Advisory Committee for Consumer Goods.  Dr. Biedermann has been a member 
of the Board of Advisors of Georgetown University's Landegger Program in International Business 
Diplomacy.  He was a member of the Professional Services Group of the Fritz Companies, formerly the largest 
customhouse brokerage and marine insurance firm in the world, now part of UPS. 
Dr. Biedermann is an Adjunct Professor of Economics at DePaul University where he teaches a course on 
NAFTA.  He is a Board member of the International Trade Association of Greater Chicago.  He has a BAE 
degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, an MBA from St. John's University, and a DBA from The George 
Washington University. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
Jennifer Blair 
IBM  
North America Blockchain Leader for the Industrial Market 
 
Ms. Blair is Responsible for aligning IBM’s Blockchain capabilities to Industrial Sector challenges with a focus 
on Blockchain Enterprise Solutions. I'm a key contributor to, and regular presenter on IBM’s Blockchain Point 
of View for Industrial clients; Chemicals & Petroleum, Auto, Aerospace & Defense, Electronics and Industrial 
Products. Specifically, I work on devising outcome driven use cases, building new Blockchain client 
networks/consortiums and creating, selling and delivering Blockchain project work for key clients. I'm a 
seasoned Digital Executive with 15 years’ experience, the last 3 of which have been spent in Houston, Texas. 
The 12 before that were spent working for clients in IBM’s Oil & Gas Practice in Calgary, Canada and 
Manufacturing in Ontario, Canada. I have a strong ability to create a market and proven excellence in 
developing new annuity relationships for both IBM and our clients. I'm a collaborative teammate who cultivates 
engagement and a critical thinker, relevant at the C level with an understanding of client capital and operating 
levers. Proven territory and strategic account planning skills aligned to client KPIs. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Keynote Luncheon Speaker 
Dean Croke 
Chief Insight Officer  
FreightWaves & BiTA 
 
Mr. Dean Croke is a Data Scientist and one of the original founders of FleetRisk Advisors, a business 
intelligence SaaS start-up company later acquired by Qualcomm in 2011 (now Omnitracs Analytics). 
Spearheaded numerous ‘industry-first’ Big Data technologies in insurance, business intelligence, mining and 
commercial transportation industries. 
 
Dean is also a Transportation and Logistics Executive who successfully managed numerous transport operations 
with a specialty in Supply Chain Management including the global distribution of Case New Holland farm and 
construction equipment, and national distribution of Lanes Biscuits. Has also covered close to 2 million miles as 
an over-the-road truck driver in Australia as both company driver and owner-operator. 
 

 

 

 
Scott Grady 
President  
Rush Trucking, Inc. 
 
Scott Grady has been in the Transportation Industry for over 32 years, he has spent over 28 years working in the 
automotive industry providing Transportation and Logistics solutions.  He has been heavily involved in 
providing multi-modal solutions to Mexico and was one of the first providers of through service transportation 
since 1985, including the first scheduled just in time Intermodal service to the Mexico City’s Pantaco ramp for 
Chrysler and Ford Motor Company.   
 
Scott was the former Sr. Vice President for Landstar System, Inc.   His past roles include Director of 
Automotive and National Sales and Senior Vice President of Corporate Sales Solutions at Landstar.  Scott won 
Landstar’s Outstanding Management Achievement Award in 2008. He is currently the Chairman of The 



Transportation Sales and Marketing Association and won their Executive award in 2015.  Scott has sat on 
numerous boards of organizations and service companies of the last 20 years. 
 
Scott Grady holds a bachelor’s degree in Business Management. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Denny Grim 
Business to Business Communications 
Executive Producer 
Traffic Club of Chicago 
Chairman Emeritus – Education Committee  
 
Denny leads the business development and communications for the firm’s; consultants to Transportation, 
Distribution, Warehousing and Third-Party Logistics companies. He helps leaders build their business through 
- Thought Leadership, Relationship Management, Network Strategies and Targeted Marketing & 
Communications. He started in business media in 1974 and was named President of Business to Business 
Communications in 1984. Today he is the Executive Producer of Sound Business a “talk show” that has been 
around since before Rush brought “talk” into the mainstream. 
 
Denny Grim is a “Story Teller.” Perhaps you read stories from two brothers…long ago they told Tales. Denny 
doesn’t. He tells “the truth.” He interviews leaders and legends in business, then using today’s technology 
“inserts” your story and delivers it to the most important individuals in business…your people and/or your 
customers – decision makers from your hand-picked and targeted audience.  
 
Denny helps you talk - person to person; leader to leader. He cuts through the clutter like a hot knife in butter. 
Denny knows why business “goes away” and he leads the fight to retain and grow revenue for you. He knows 
that a 5% increase in retention equates to a 45% to 90 % increase in profit. Denny helps clients grow revenue 5 
to 20 times more effectively than through traditional marketing channels.  
 
You have “a story to tell” but you’re not sure how to say it or deliver it or follow up with those that matter most. 
Denny does. He is a professional communicator. That’s who he is and what he does. He has a stable of 
journalists, broadcasters and technicians that deliver “your message” to the right people in the right place and at 
the right time. He has a “network strategy” that positions you as an industry expert and like a magnet, draws 
customers that come to you. If your goal is transactions “go for it” you don’t need Denny but if you want to 
build strategic relationships that connect you with your target customers, then connect with Denny. He helps 
organizations grow, one person at a time. 



 

 

Nathan Johnston 
Clientek 
Partner and Chief Technology Officer 
 
Accomplished Solution Architect with 25+ years of experience specifying, designing, and implementing 
wireless, mobile, and enterprise datacenter technology. Demonstrated ability to analyze problems, determine 
functional and technical requirements, and identify the right combination of cutting-edge technology 
applications to deliver results. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robert Kostelny  
Allgreen Supply Chain 
Founder & President  
 
Robert is a Transportation Logistics Expert with a passion for saving companies money on their transportation 
budge. Robert began his career 15+ years ago working for one of the top transportation companies in the world 
(UPS) and in 2009 founded Allgreen Supply Chain. Allgreen utilize their industry expertise to help companies 
be most effective with their resources.  
 
When he is not on the job, he loves golfing, running and enjoying time with his wife and 2 amazing children. 
He is also involved in supporting many different ministries and nonprofits that are working to improve the 
world in tangible ways.  
 



 

Jason Olinger 
YRC Freight 
Director Sales & Operations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Haydn J. Powell 
Caterpillar Inc. 
Supply Chain Strategy Manager; Advanced 
Components and Systems Division,  
 
Haydn has over 30 years of experience in manufacturing engineering, supply chain management and the 
development and application of materials joining technology.  He has published over 25 technical papers and is 
a member of several national and international committees and technical organizations and is the inventor of 
several patents in inventory planning and management.  He currently leads the supply chain strategy and 
operation for Caterpillar’s Advance Components and Systems Division.  Prior to joining Caterpillar in he was 
involved in research and the application of welding and joining process technologies for Automotive, 
Aerospace and Nuclear application at the The Welding Institute (UK).  Prior, he spent over 15 years in the 
European Automotive Industry working for Automobiles Citroen, Peugeot SA, Jaguar Cars and Ford Motor 
Company in the field of manufacturing engineering.  Haydn graduated from the University of Coventry, UK 
with a bachelor’s Science Degree in Materials Science and was appointed a Research Fellowship in Materials 
Management and Logistics Strategy at Cambridge University UK. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Vickie Reilly 
Reilly International 
Founder & President 
 
In 1984, the founder of Reilly International was an ambitious 22- year old with an innate understanding of 
people, an uncanny business sense and a strong drive to turn her passion for helping others into her life’s work. 
In addition, Vickie Reilly possessed another rare quality for her age—a thorough understanding of US customs 
regulations. 
 
At 21, Vickie became the youngest individual to have ever received a US Customs Broker’s License. Just one 
year later, with $1,500 and a dining room table for an office, Reilly International was born. 
Soon, clients began inquiring about additional services, encouraging the company to, among other things, begin 
arranging the transportation of imports. 
 
To satisfy the needs of her clients, Vickie traveled across the globe looking to establish worldwide partnerships 
with other high-quality companies fostering the expansion of new services. 
 
Today, Reilly International's headquarters is in a 42,000 sq. ft. facility complete with its own warehouse, and 
shows no signs of slowing down, as evidenced by the 2013 expansion into the Southeastern US with their 
Charlotte, NC office. While you probably won’t see Vickie riding around on a moped anymore, the company is 
still proud to operate around her same original vision—truly understanding the needs of each client, providing 
an unparalleled level of service and continuing to find innovate ways of making it easier for you. 
 

 

Eric Rempel 
Redwood Logistics 
Chief Innovation Officer 
 



Eric Rempel is Redwood Logistics’ Chief Innovation Officer. He joined Redwood in 2004 as its chief 
technology officer. As CTO, he played a vital role in the creation of what would become one of Redwood’s 
flagship products — its proprietary transportation management system (TMS) that combines historical 
analytics, market data and operational best practices. Eric led the design of Redwood’s TMS offering by 
integrating powerful transportation automation into customer supply chains, based on a web interface that can 
be accessed anywhere with an internet connection. TMS remains an integral part of the way Redwood delivers 
value to the company’s brokerage clients. 
 
Eric founded 3PLogic in 2009, which is known today as Redwood Supply Chain Solutions (“SCS”). With a 
strategic focus on integrated enterprise systems, the technology created at 3PLogic was the design catalyst for 
today’s supply-chain integration platform, RedwoodConnectSM. A platform so successful that Redwood’s 
Software as a Service TMS partner, MercuryGate, has named Redwood as its first and only Logistics Integrator 
Partner. 
 
From 2010 to 2015, under Eric’s leadership, Redwood SCS grew exponentially with over 8,000% advancement. 
The company’s achievement in developing customer-facing solutions and supply chain technology was 
recognized when Redwood earned a number three ranking on Crain’s Fast 50 List for 2016. 
 
In 2017, Eric was named Redwood’s Chief Innovation Officer. As CIO he is focused on developing diverse 
solutions and services for the company’s clients. Eric is a thought leader and national speaker on advanced 
technologies such as API-lead architecture, cloud computing, supply-chain integration & automation, big-data 
analytics, and emerging technologies. 
 
Eric is a Mulesoft Customer Advisory Board member, and a Blockchain in Transportation Alliance (BiTA) 
member. He holds a B.S., Computer Engineering and Mathematics from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Richard Roche 
ROCHE International 
President & CEO 
U.S. Mexico Chamber of Commerce 
V.P. Programs and Supply Chain 



 
Richard Roche is the President and CEO of ROCHE International, a Social Benefit company and business 
expansion firm which advises leaders on doing business in internationally.  He is a “Manufacturing Executive” 
who knows what it takes to move, start and run manufacturing plants in the USA, Mexico and other global 
locations.  
Prior to establishing ROCHE Industries Shelter Services, Richard had decades of executive manufacturing 
experience and his vast accomplishments include many years directing international multi-plant operations with 
complex production processes. 
He founded ROCHE Industries, a shelter services firm in 2001, based in Central Mexico, which Provided 
manufacturing shared business services.  Core services included start-up of Mexican operations, human 
resources, import/export, tax and accounting.  Served industries included automotive parts, appliance parts, 
medical devices, aerospace components and electrical motors.  Major clients included BD Medical, Saint-
Gobain and Coorstek. Richard Launched and financed the business from initial concept and steadily grew 
annual gross revenues to $25MM in 11 years. They owned and directed 7 Mexican legal entities employing 
over 1200 people and managed offices in Elgin, Illinois as well as Mexico offices in San Luis Potosi, Saltillo 
and Guanajuato. 
 

 

 
Brent Ruth 
Caterpillar, Inc.  
Digital Manufacturing and ERP Manager 
 
Accomplished senior supply chain management professional with over 20 years of proven success in roles of 
increasing responsibility in retail, manufacturing and information technology environments. This experience 
culminated in leading the successful SAP ERP deployment for the largest, most complex manufacturing campus 
to date for Caterpillar. One major accomplishment was converting $211M in inventory within 1% of legacy 
valuation. Through extensive business risk management and preparation, we split the manufacturing campus 
into 3 autonomous business units that were each able to achieve over 92% supplier performance for 2013 – a 
year-over-year improvement for all. I have more than 20 years of well-rounded operational leadership, tactical 
planning and execution both domestically and internationally. I have earned an MBA, APICS CPIM, CSCP and 
CTL as well as an ASQ/SME LBC industry certification. 
 

 

 

 



 

Bryan F. Vaughan 
VTG Rail Services 
Regional Vice President of Sales 
 
Accomplished executive with diversified management experience in most aspects of sales, marketing strategy & 
service solutions related to the logistics and transportation industry. Commercial leader engaged in railcar 
leasing, financing and service solutions; in addition to experience managing diverse teams of sales & marketing 
professionals.  
 
Strategic thinker utilizing quantitative and qualitative analytics to establish sales and marketing plans. Effective 
working in teams. Value a collaborative approach to optimize results and adjust to market conditions when 
necessary. Adept in negotiating and closing deals. Customer Centric approach based on understanding 
customer’s needs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


